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1 .  I N T R O D U C T I O N

A central problem of particle physics is to determine the composition of hadrons
in terms of their fundamental quark and gluon degrees of freedom. The structure
of hadronic bound-states in quantum chromodynamics plays a role in virtually
every aspect of high energy and weak interaction phenomenology, including jet
hadronization, heavy particle production processes at colliders, general exclusive
and inclusive reactions, and electro-weak decay matrix-elements. Although the
QCD Lagrangian has an elegant simplicity, the structure of its bound state solu-
tions can be extraordinarily rich and complex. In these lectures I will focus on QCD
&enomena which reflect the coherence and composition of hadron wave functions
as relativistic many-body systems of quark and gluon quanta.’

There are many different ways in which experiment can resolve the short-
distance structure of hadrons. It is necessary to distinguish “intrinsic” versus
“extrinsic” contributions to scattering reactions. The intrinsic contributions, which
are associated with multiparticle interactions within the hadronic bound state,
have lifetimes much longer than that of the time of collision; they are thus formed
before the collision and lead to process-independent Feynman scaling production
cross sections. Extrinsic contributions, on the other hand, are controlled by the
high momentum transfer scale of the collision process itself and have short lifetimes
of the same order as that of the collision time. Extrinsic contributions provide the
leading twist radiative corrections associated with the renormalization of single
quark or gluon lines and the QCD evolution of structure functions.

-

Data from many sources suggest that the intrinsic bound state structure of
the nucleon has a non-negligible strange- and charm-quark content in addition to
the extrinsic sources of heavy quarks created in the collision itself. In fact, QCD
predicts that the hadronic wave-function has an “intrinsic hardness,“2 which leads
to a non-negligible probability for high mass and high momentum short-range fluc-
tuations. In fact, because of asymptotic freedom, one can analyze short-distance,
high momentum transfer, and heavy quark fluctuations of a hadronic wave function
perturbatively. The probability that a hadronic wave functions has far-off-shell
fluctuations is only power-law suppressed in QCD because of the point-like char-
acter of the quark-gluon interactions. For example, the probability that a heavy
quark pair exists virtually in a light hadron only decreases as PQg - az(M$)/M6.
This key property of the theory has a number of important implications for the
production of heavy quark and other massive systems with large momentum frac-
tions z in inclusive reactions and also in exclusive reactions at threshold. The
intrinsic fluctuations have a Lorentz-boosted virtual lifetime of order r 0; y/M$.
Thus they can be materialized in high energy collisions as projectile fragments.
The dependence of the hidden and open heavy quark production cross sections on
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the size of a nuclear target can be used as a filter to identify these intrinsic heavy
quark processes. Further discussion will be given in Sections 2 and 5.

An important tool for analyzing the underlying structure of a complex sys-
tem is to change its external conditions. In the case of quantum electrodynamics,
one can use external Stark and Zeeman fields to perturb atomic wave functions
and probe their composite structure. Analogously, in &CD, we can use a nuclear
medium to modify and probe short-distance hadronic structure and dynamics.
In fact, as I discuss in Section 2, we can use the nucleus as a differential “color
filter” 3’4 to separate Fock components (or fluctuations) of different transverse
size in the projectile’s wave function and to separate perturbative short-distance
subprocesses from non-perturbative mechanisms. I also will discuss “color trans-
parency” 5 as a way to isolate strictly perturbative contributions to large angle
exclusive scattering In this analysis’ we will see how strong binding effects at the
charm threshold complicates perturbative QCD predictions, explaining both the
anomalous spin correlation ANN observed in large angle pp scattering at fi and
the anomalous decrease of color transparency seen in quasi-elastic pp scattering in
nuclei at the same energy. The strong interactions of colored particles at small rel-
ative velocity also leads to other interesting phenomena, including the production
of nuclear-bound charmonium  near threshold and the suppression of J/psi produc-
tion coalescence of charm quarks with co-moving spectators.’ I also will discuss in
Section 6 a new approach’ to shadowing and anti-shadowing of nuclear structure
functions, and how these phenomena can provide information on the phase and
magnitude of quark or gluon scattering amplitudes in the nuclear medium.

In Section 3 I will present some new results for the intrinsic polarized and
unpolarized gluon distributions of the proton which are associated with hadron
binding.’ These discussions are important in regard to understanding the EMC
spin crisis problem!‘It  is also important to note that the conventionally-defined
“valence” distributions measured in deep inelastic lepton scattering are actually
not identical to the bound state valence quark distributions because of a subtle
effect due to Pauli blocking.? This is discussed in detail in Section 4.

The above ingredients provide the foundations for analyzing many novel fea-
tures of hadronic and heavy quark processes in high energy collisions including
color transparency and intrinsic charm reactions.

1.1. Relativistic Wavefunctions in Gauge Theory

How can one define a wave function of a composite system in a relativistic
quantum gauge field theory ? A natural description, similar physically to that of
the parton  model, is to utilize a Fock expansion at fixed time 7 = t - z/c on the
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light cone. This description is particularly simple since the perturbative vacuum
is an apparent eigenstate of the full theory. As discussed recently by Wernert2 the
rigorous quantization of gauge theories on the light cone allows zero mode degrees
of freedom of the gauge field in the vacuum sector which corresponds to non-zero
chiral charge and other topological vacuum properties. In the particle sector of the
theory, where one can quantize the theory in the light cone gauge A+ = 0, one
obtains a Fock basis containing only physical degrees of freedom.

The hadron eigenstate state can thus be expanded on the complete set of free
quark and gluon eigenstates of the free QCD Hamiltonian which have the same
global quantum numbers as the hadron: e.g.:

(1)

The xi are the light-cone momentum fractions x; = (Ice + k”)/(P’ + P”), with
CE, xi = 1, and C Icli = 0. The wave functions ?,f~~(xr, Icli, Xi) appearing in the
Fock-state expansion contain the physics of the hadron entering scattering ampli-
tudes. For example, the structure functions measured in deep inelastic scattering
are constructed as probability distributions in x from the sum of the squares of
the light-cone wave functions +,(xi, Icli, X;). (See ec ion 4.) Similarly, since theS t
current is a simple diagonal local operator on the free quark basis, form factors
can be computed from a simple overlap integral of the $n. More generally, high
momentum transfer exclusive reactions in QCD are sensitive to each hadron’s dis-
tribution amplitude 4(xi, Q), which is the valence Fock amplitude integrated over
transverse momentum up to the scale Q.

The problem of solving QCD, including its bound state color-singlet spectrum
and wavefunctions, is equivalent to the diagonalization of the QCD Hamiltonian.
A frame-invariant Hamiltonian operator can be obtained by quantizing the the-
ory at fixed light-cone time. This is the “light-front” formulation of Hamiltonian
theory described by Dirac which produces the maximal number of interaction-free
commuting invariants including the total light-cone momentum P+ and transverse
momentum Pl. The r evolution operator P- = P” - Pz may be written in the
general form P- = (HLC + Pf)/P+ so that the eigenvalues of the operator HLC
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are exactly the squares of invariant masses of the spectrum. The eigenvalue prob-
lem is thus HLcI@ >= M21Q > . It should be emphasized that the light-cone
Hamiltonian is completely independent of the total momentum of the system P+
and P_L and is a Lorentz scalar. If we choose the light-cone Fock representation
described above, then we obtain a covariant Heisenberg matrix representation of
the theory: < nlH~~/rn >< ml9 >= M21Q. > The projections of the eigenfunc-
tions on this basis are precisely the wavefunctions needed for phenomenology. The
QCD Hamiltonian can be elegantly quantized on the light-cone in A+ = 0 gauge
without resort to unphysical ghost quanta, even in non-Abelian gauge theory.’

._._ -

1.2. Discretized Light-Cone Quantization

In order to make the eigenvalue problem tractable for numerical analysis, it is
convenient to choose a discrete momentum Fock basis. In the method of Discretized
Light-Cone Quantization:3 one constructs a discrete basis of discrete momentum-
space color-singlet free gluon and quark light-cone Fock states satisfying periodic
and anti-periodic boundary conditions, respectively. Again the analysis is frame
independent. The matrix elements of the QCD Hamiltonian are extremely simple
in this basis. Because of momentum and flavor conservation laws obeyed by the
interaction Hamiltonian, the matrix is sparse far from the diagonal. A covariant
truncation to a finite system is obtained by choosing a global, gauge invariant
cut-off on the maximum invariant mass of the Fock state. A local cut-off on the
change of mass across the matrix element can serve as an ultraviolet cut-off. In
each case, the regulators refer to the continuum theory. The discretization is not
used to regularize the theory. In DLCQ one can either numerically diagonalize
the light-cone Hamiltonian on the Fock basis, or project the eigenvalue problem
onto the lowest number (valence) Fock component and then numerically solve
the resulting integral equation. The DLCQ formalism is defined such that each
step, including ultraviolet regularization and Fock space truncation, is Lorentz-
frame independent. The computer program only involves relative coordinates and
is independent of the total momentum (P+, P_L.) The discrete formulation thus
provides a finite, Lorentz invariant, and faithfully renormalizable representation
of the full quantum field theory in the physical particle sector. IN DLCQ the
discretization can be kept independent of the ultraviolet regulators which are set
by the continuum theory. Again, unlike lattice gauge theory, there are no special
difficulties with fermions.

In principle, the eigenvalues obtained by diagonalizing of the light-cone Hamil-
tonian  in the DLCQ basis provide the entire invariant mass spectrum and eigen-
functions needed to compute the hadron matrix elements,form factors, and the
structure functions and distribution amplitudes entering QCD factorization for-
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mulae. A major success of DLCQ has been its applications to gauge theories in
one-space and one-time dimensions.‘l For example, the complete spectrum and
the respective structure functions of mesons, baryons, and nuclei in QCD( l+l) for
SU(3)c have been obtained as a function of mass and coupling constant. Results
for the structure function of the lowest mass meson and baryon at weak and strong
coupling are shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure  1. Valence  structure functions of the baryon and  meson in QCD in one-space
and one-time  dimension. The results are for one quark flavor  and  three colors.

The application of DLCQ to gauge theory in three-space and one-time di-
mensions is a much more challenging computational task, but significant progress
has recently been made computing the fine structure and hyperfine spectrum of
positronium in strong coupled QED.l’

Important constraints and information on the non-perturbative structure of
the proton in QCD models have also been obtained using bag models, quark-
diquark schemes, QCD sum rules, non-relativistic quark models, and lattice gauge
theory. A summary and references may be found in Ref. 1.
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2. THE NUCLEUS AS A QCD FILTER

There are many important ways in which a nuclear target can probe funda-
mental aspects of QCD. A primary concept is that of the “color filter’7:3’4 if the
interactions of an incident hadron are controlled by gluon exchange, then the nu-
cleus will be transparent to those fluctuations of the incident hadron wave function
which have small transverse size. Such Fock components have a small color dipole
moment and thus will interact weakly in the nucleus; conversely, Fock components
of normal hadronic size will interact strongly and be absorbed during their passage
through the nucleus: For example, large momentum transfer quasi-exclusive re-.-
action$ are controlled in perturbative QCD by small color-singlet valence-quark
Fock components of transverse size bl - l/Q; thus initial-state and final-state cor-
rections to these hard reactions are suppressed at large momentum transfer, and
they can occur in a nucleus without initial or final state absorption or multiple scat-
tering of the interacting hadrons. Thus, at large momentum transfer and energies,
quasi-elastic exclusive reactions are predicted to occur uniformly in the nuclear
volume. This remarkable phenomenon is called “color transparency.” 5 Thus QCD
predicts that the transparency ratio of quasi-elastic annihilation of the anti-proton
in the j!p + &? reaction will be additive in proton number in a nuclear target:l” l8

(2)

for large pair-mass squared Q2. In contrast to the QCD color transparency predic-
tion, the traditional (Glauber) theory of nuclear absorption predicts that quasi-
elastic scattering occurs primarily on the front surface of the nucleus. The above
ratio thus should be proportional to Z2i3, i.e. the number of protons exposed on
the nuclear surface.
Conditions for Color Transparency - Color transparency is a striking predic-
tion of perturbative QCD at high momentum transfers. There are two conditions
which set the kinematic scale where the effect should be evident. First, the hard
scattering subprocess must occur at a sufficiently large momentum transfer so that
only small transverse size wave function components +(xi, bl - l/Q) with small
color dipole moments dominate the reaction. Second, the state must remain small
during its transit through the nucleus. The expansion distance is controlled by the
time in which the small Fock component mixes with other Fock components. By
Lorentz invariance, the time scale 7 = 2Ep/AM2 grows linearly with the energy
of the hadron in the nuclear rest frame, where AM2 is the difference of invariant
mass squared of the Fock components. Estimates for the expansion time are given
in Refs. 4, 19, and 20.
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There are a number of important tests of color transparency and color filter
that can be carried out with anti-proton beams of moderate energy.2’ Since total
annihilation processes such as pi + &? or pji + ry and pjj + J/lc, automatically
involve short distances, the first condition for color transparency should be satisfied.
The study of the energy dependence of these processes inside nuclei (quasi-elastic
reactions, integrated over Fermi-motion) can clarify the role of the expansion time
scale 7. A recent analysis by Jennings and Miller” shows that r = ~EF/AM~
is controlled by the mass difference of states which are close in mass to that of
the asymptotic hadronic state. Thus color transparency may well be visible in low
energy anti-proton annihilation processes, including quasi-elastic j5p + J/t+b and
jjp + &? annihilation in the nucleus.

The only existing test of color transparency is the measurement of quasi-elastic
large angle pp scattering in nuclei at Brookhaven.” The transparency ratio is ob-
served to increase as the momentum transfer increases, in agreement with the color
transparency prediction. However, in contradiction to perturbative QCD expec-
tations, the data suggests, surprisingly, that normal Glauber absorption seems to
recur at the highest energies of the experiment pl& N 12 GeV/c. It should be noted
that this is the same kinematic domain where a strong spin correlation ANN is ob-
served.22  The probability of protons scattering with their spins parallel and normal
to the scattering plane is found to be four times that of anti-parallel scattering,
which is again in strong contradiction to QCD expectations. However, Guy De
Teramond and Is have noted that the breakdown of color transparency and the
onset of strong spin-spin correlations can both be explained by the fact that the
charm threshold occurs in pp collisions at fi N 5 GeV or pl& - 12 GeV/c. At this
energy the charm quarks are produced at rest in the center of mass. Since all of the
eight quarks have zero relative velocity, they can resonate to give a strong threshold
effect in the J = L = S = 1 partial wave. (The orbital angular momentum of the
pp state must be odd since the charm and anti-charm quarks have opposite parity.)
This partial wave predicts maximal spin correlation in ANN. Most important, such
a threshold or resonant effect couples to hadrons of conventional size which will
have normal absorption in the nucleus. If this non-perturbative pp + pp amplitude
dominates over the perturbative QCD amplitude, one can explain both the large
spin correlation and the breakdown of color transparency at the charm threshold.
Thus the nucleus acts as a filter, absorbing the non-perturbative contribution to
elastic pp scattering, while allowing the hard scattering perturbative QCD pro-

23cesses to occur additively throughout the nuclear volume. Similarly, one expects
that the charm threshold will modify the color transparency and hard-scattering
behavior of quasi-elastic j?p reactions in nuclei at energies fi N 3 GeV.

Diffractive Production of Jets in Anti-Proton Nuclear Reactions - In
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our original paper on the color filter, Bertsch, Goldhaber, Gunion,  and I3 suggested
that diffractive nuclear reactions could be used as a color filter, i.e. fluctuations
of an incident hadron with small color dipole moments and hence could emerge
unscathed after transit through a nucleus without nuclear excitation. In the case
of anti-proton reactions, the fluctuations of the valence Fock state where the three
anti-quarks has small transverse separation and thus small color dipole moment
will be produced in the form of three jets on the back side of the nucleus. The
longitudinal and transverse momentum dependence of the FA + A Jet Jet Jet
cross section will reflect the QQQ composition of the incident anti-proton wave
function.

The Color Filter and Hadron Fragmentation in Nuclei - Recently, Hoyer
and 1” have shown that the color filter ansatz can explain the empirical rule that
the nuclear dependence of hadronic spectram = A”(“F), is nearly
independent of particle type H’. The essential point is that fluctuations of the
initial hadron H which have the small transverse size have the least differential
energy loss in the nucleus.

Color Transparency and Intrinsic Charm - A remarkable feature of the
hadronic production of the J/lc, by protons in nuclei25’26  is the fact that the cross
section persists to high XF, but with a strongly suppressed nuclear dependence,
A”(+ N 0.7. The magnitude of the cross sections for high momentum charmo-
nium reported by the NA-3 group25 at CERN is, in fact, far in excess of what is
predicted from gluon fusion or quark anti-quark annihilation subprocesses. Both
the anomalous A-dependence and the high-xF excess can be explained by as-
suming the presence of intrinsic charm components of the incident hadron wave-

24functions. The essential physics point is as follows: the intrinsic charm Fock
components, e.g. luudc~)  in the proton have maximum probability when all of the
quarks have equal velocities, i.e. when x; 0: Jq.. This implies that the
charm and anti-charm quarks have the majority of the momentum of the proton
when they are present in the hadron wave function. In a high energy proton-
nucleus collision, the small transverse size, high-x intrinsic CC system can penetrate
the nucleus, with minimal absorption and can coalesce to produce a charmonium
state at large XF. The remaining spectators of the nucleon tend to have more nor-
mal transverse size and interact on the front surface of the nucleus, leading to a
production cross section approximately proportional to A”.7. Since the formation of
the charmonium state occurs far outside the nucleus at high energies, one predicts
similar Aa(“dependence  of the J/lc, and $’ cross sections, in agreement with
recent results reported by the E-772 experiment at Fermilab. Further discussion
on the implications of intrinsic charm is given in Section 5.
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Shadowing, Anti-Shadowing of Inclusive Anti-Proton Reactions - In
the case of inclusive reactions, such as Drell-Yan massive lepton pair production
pj3 ---f  @X, multiple scattering of the interacting partons  in the nucleus can lead to
shadowing and anti-shadowing of the nuclear structure functions and a shift of the
pair’s transverse momentum to large transverse momentum. Hung Jung Lu and I
have shown that nuclear shadowing of leading-twist QCD reactions can be related
to Pomeron exchange in the multiple interactions of the quark or anti-quark in the
nucleus, and that the complex phase of the quark-nucleon scattering amplitude
due to non-singlet Reggeon exchange leads to anti-shadowing; i.e. an excess of the
nuclear cross section over nucleon additivity.8 A detailed discussion will be given
in Section 6.

Formation Zone Effects in Inclusive Reactions - An essential aspect of the
proofs of QCD factorization of inclusive reactions such as Drell-Yan massive lepton
pair production in a nuclear target is that the entire nuclear dependence of the cross
section is contained in the nuclear structure functions as measured in deep inelastic
lepton-nucleus scattering. Thus the factorization theorem predicts that there is
no initial state absorption or scattering that can significantly modify an incident
hadron’s parton  distributions as it propagates through the nucleus. In particular,
induced hard colinear radiation due to inelastic reactions in the nucleus before the
annihilation or hard-scattering subprocess occurs must be dynamically suppressed.
As shown by Bodwin, Lepage, and myself:’ this suppression occurs automatically
in the nucleus due to the destructive interference of the various multiple-scattering
reactions in the nucleus. The interference occurs if the inelastic processes can occur
coherently in the nucleus. This requires that the momentum transfer to target
nucleons must be small compared to the inverse correlation length in the nucleus;
i.e. ET > AM2L~ > 1, where ,?Zq is the laboratory energy of the annihilating anti-
quark, AM2 is the change of mass squared of the quark in the inelastic reaction
(small for hard colinear gluon emission of the anti-quark), and LA is the length
between target centers in the nucleus. This formation zone effect can be studied in
detail by measuring the nuclear dependence as a function of anti-quark laboratory
energy in anti-proton reactions.

Exclusive Nuclear Amplitudes - Exclusive nuclear reactions such as pd + yn
or pd + Ton can provide an important test of the reduced amplitude formalism
for large momentum transfer exclusive nuclear reactions. Recent measurements
at SLAC’” are in striking agreement with the reduced amplitude predictions for
photo-disintegration yd + np at a surprising low momentum transfer. The cor-
responding anti-proton reactions will allow an important test of both the scaling
behavior of exclusive nuclear reactions and their crossing behavior to the annihi-
lation channel.
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Hidden Color Nuclear Components - In QCD the six-quark deuteron is a
linear superposition of five color singlet states, only one of which corresponds to
the conventional n - p state.2g One can search for hidden color excitations of the
deuteron in jiHe3 elastic scattering at large angles.
Nuclear Bound Quarkonium - The production of charmonium at threshold
in a nuclear target is particularly interesting since it is possible that the attractive
QCD van der Waals potential due to multi-gluon exchange could actually bind the
qc to light nuclei. Consider the reaction jia + (cz)H3 where the charmonium state
is produced nearly at rest. (See Fig. 2.) At the threshold for charm production,
the incident nuclei will be nearly stopped (in the center of mass frame) and will
fuse into a compound nucleus because of the strong attractive nuclear force. The
charmonium state will be attracted to the nucleus by the QCD gluonic van der
Waals force. One thus expects strong final state interactions near threshold. In
fact, Guy De Teramond, Ivan Schmidt, and 13’ have argued that the CC system
will bind to the H3 nucleus. It is thus likely that a new type of exotic nuclear
bound state will be formed: charmonium bound to nuclear matter. Such a state
should be observable at a distinct jia center of mass energy, spread by the width
of the charmonium state, and it will decay to unique signatures such as j5cz +
H3yy. The binding energy in the nucleus gives a measure of the charmonium’s
interactions with ordinary hadrons and nuclei; its hadronic decays will measure
hadron-nucleus interactions and test color transparency starting from a unique
initial state condition.

9-90 6719A7

Figure  2. Formation of the (c.7) - H3 bound  state in the process pcu -+ H3X.

In QCD, the nuclear forces are identified with the residual strong color inter-
actions due to quark interchange and multiple-gluon exchange. Because of the
identity of the quark constituents of nucleons, a short-range repulsive component
is also present (Pauli-blocking). From this perspective, the study of heavy quarko-
nium interactions in nuclear matter is particularly interesting: due to the distinct
flavors of the quarks involved in the quarkonium-nucleon interaction there is no
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quark exchange to first order in elastic processes, and thus no one-meson-exchange
potential from which to build a standard nuclear potential. For the same reason,
there is no Pauli-blocking and consequently no short-range nuclear repulsion. The
nuclear interaction in this case is purely gluonic and thus of a different nature from
the usual nuclear forces.

The production of nuclear-bound quarkonium would be the first realization
of hadronic nuclei with exotic components bound by a purely gluonic potential.
Furthermore, the charmonium-nucleon interaction would provide the dynamical
basis for understanding the spin-spin correlation anomaly in high energy p - p
elastic scattering: In this case, the interaction is not strong enough to produce a
bound state, but it can provide a strong enough enhancement at the heavy-quark
threshold characteristic of an almost-bound system?

3 .  I N T R I N S I C  G L U O N D I S T R I B U T I O N S

The intrinsic gluon distribution Gg,H(x,  Qi) describes the fractional light-
cone momentum distribution of gluons associated with the bound-state dynamics
of the hadron H, in distinction to the estrinsic  distribution, which is derived from
radiative processes or evolution. Given the intrinsic distribution, one can obtain
the extrinsic distribution by applying the QCD evolution equations starting at the
bound-state scale Qo.

In principle, one must solve the non-perturbative bound state equation of
motion to compute the intrinsic gluon distribution. In the case of positronium
in quantum electrodynamics one can readily calculate the photon distribution, at
least to first order in the fine structure constant Q. The analysis requires coherence
between amplitudes in which the electron and positron couple to the photons.
In the infrared limit this coherence in the neutral atom ensures a finite photon
distribution.

In the QCD case, the analysis of the intrinsic gluon distribution of a hadron
is essentially non-perturbative. However, there are several theoretical constraints
which limit its form:

1. In order to insure positivity of fragmentation functions, distribution functions
Ga,b(x) must behave as an odd or even power of (1 - x) at x -+ 1 according
to the relative statistics of a and b.32 Thus the gluon distribution of a nucleon
must have the behavior: GRIN N (1 - x)~~ at x -+ 1 to ensure correct
crossing to the fragmentation function DN,~(z). This result holds individually
for each helicity of the gluon and the nucleon.

2. The coupling of quarks to, gluons tends to match the sign of the quark helicity
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to the gluon helicity in the large x limitf3 We define the helicity-aligned
and anti-aligned gluon distributions: G+(x)  = Ggr,~l(x)  and G-(x) =
G,l,NT(x).  The gauge theory couplings imply

&y G-(x)/G+(x) + (1 - x)~. (3)

3. In the low x domain the quarks in the hadron radiate gluons coherently,
and one must compute emission of gluons from the quark lines taking into
account interference between amplitudes. We define AG(x) = G+(x)  -

e-S - G-(x) and G(x) = G+(x) + G-(x). We s a sh 11 how that the asymmetry ratio
AG(x)/G(x)  vanishes linearly with x; perhaps coincidentally, this is also the
prediction from Reggeon exchange:’ The coefficient at x + 0 depends on
the hadronic wave functions; however, for equal partition of the hadron’s
momentum among its constituents, we will show that

;loAG(x)/G(x) + Np x, (4)

where Nq is the number of valence quarks.
4. In the x t 1 limit, the stuck quark is far off-shell so that one can use

perturbation theory to characterize the threshold dependence of the structure
functions. We find for three-quark bound states

liil G+(x) + C(l - x)2+2 = C(1 - x)~, (5)

Thus G-(x) + C(l  - x)~ a t  x  N 1. This is equivalent to the spectator-
counting rule developed in Ref. 35.

Ivan Schmidt and I” have proposed a simple analytic model for the intrinsic
gluon distribution in the nucleon which incorporates all of the above constraints:

AG(x)  = ;[5(1  - x)~ - 4(1 - x)~ - (1 - x)~] (6)

and

G(x) = 35(1 - x)~ - 4(1 - x)~ + (1 - x)~] (7)
In this model the momentum fraction carried by intrinsic gluons in the nucleon is
< xg >= J; dxxG(x) = (10/21)N, and the helicity carried by the intrinsic gluons is
AG E J; dxAG(x)  = 7/6N. The ratio AG/ < xg >= 49/20  for the intrinsic gluon
distribution is independent of the normalization N. Phenomenological analyses
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imply that the gluons carry approximately one-half of the proton’s momentum:
< zg/N >Z 0.5. We shall assume that this is a good characterization of the intrinsic
gluon distribution. The momentum sum rule then implies N - 1 and AG - 1.2.
A review of the present experimental and theoretical limits on gluon and quark
spin in the nucleon is given in Ref. 10.

In the following sections I will discuss an analysis by Schmidt and myself9  of
both the polarized and unpolarized intrinsic gluon distribution functions. First we
study the behavior of the gluon asymmetry (unpolarized over polarized distribu-
tions) in the small x region where it turns out to be approximately independent
on-the details of the bound-state wave function. The logarithmic ultra-violet cut-
off dependence of the intrinsic distribution matches with the lower cut-off of the
extrinsic distribution; the Q2 evolution of the extrinsic distribution is studied in
detail in Ref. 36.

In Section 3 we shall show that the intrinsic gluon distribution is related to
the retarded part of the spin-dependent bound-state potential - ( >$B hfs *

This

allows us to derive sum rules for the difference of gluon distribution (and fragmen-
tation) functions for hadrons with different spin in terms of the spin-dependent
part of the bound-state potential.

3.1. Intrinsic Gauge Field Distributions

A general bound-state wave function can be expanded in terms of (Fock) states
of definite number (n) of elementary free fields. We define the Fock expansion at
equal “time” r = t + z in the light cone gauge A+ = A0 + A3 = 0. Labelling
the corresponding renormalized amplitudes as $$L(xi,  iii, X;), the distribution
function for a constituent a in the bound state B (see Ref. 37 for details and

-
-

definitions) is given by:

Ga/&Q2) = c / n “x;;2i IT@ ($i, &, &)I2 c S(xb - x )  .  ( 8 )
n,k i b

We first consider positronium as an example, and calculate the intrinsic distribution
function of photons Gy/positronium. To leading order in the binding energy we can
neglect pair annihilation, pair production, and higher particle number Fock states.

The distribution function for positive helicity photons G+ is calculated from the
diagrams of Fig. 3(a) for the case of J, = $1 ortho-positronium (uyV1). Similarly,
the corresponding diagrams for negative helicity photons are shown in Fig. 3(b),
where an arrow up T (down J) indicates positive (negative) helicity. In the dia-
grams, the upper fermion line corresponds to a particle (electron), and the lower to
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Figure  3. Diagrams  that contribute  to the distribution  function for positive polar-
ized photons  (a), and for negative polarized photons (b), for J, = +l ortho-positronium

(“TW

an antiparticle (positron). We have also indicated the light-cone parameterization
of momenta that we will use when the photon couples to an electron or positron.
With this choice, the photon is always parameterized by (CC, ll) and the final state
has the same form in all cases. The appropriate matrix elements for the various
helicity transitions are given in Ref. 38.

The calculation is now straightforward. If we denote by $(y, !?L) the two-body
bound-state valence wave function (lowest Fock state amplitude), the results are:

I 2

X IVY, c,
y& - xi1

Y-X
- ~(y-xs,-+*-~l)  (l-y;$y+xz-L  $1

+ [ 1 ~(YJ.) I2 (y _ L)2 y2

+ 1 %qY - XA-id I2 (1-y)2(11-[y~x])2  xm2 02 ’ C9)
1 1

1
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where

Here m and MB are the electron and bound state masses, respectively. The intrinsic
gluon distribution defined in Eq. (8) is obtained by integrating these expressions
over the transverse momentum up to the cut-off Qi. The same approach gives

q,para = G&mm ’

G;,~rtho J,=o = G;/ortho J,=O *

(11)

The polarized and unpolarized photon distribution functions are given by:

AG(x,  il) = G+(x, &) - G-(x, zl) ,
(12) -

G(x, il) = G+(x, I&) + G-(x, &) .

Let us now consider the small x limit for these functions. Expanding around
x = 0, we readily obtain:

AG(x  N O,Z*)  = -+ / & j dy [NY,&)  -ti(y,e;-id]
0

and

G(X - 0, $1) = -2%
Gktx

j- $$ j dy [  i(~&~(?r,e;-~-,)]~  .
0

The infrared singularity at @ + 0 is eliminated because of the neutrality of the
atom.
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It should be noted that the singularity in G(x, zl) at x + 0 is actually an
ultraviolet singularity for any non-zero value of gl since x = (k” + k”)/(p’ +p”) can
only be zero if k, + -co. By definition, the intrinsic distribution G(x, Qi) refers to
Fock states with limited parton invariant mass M: M2 = Ci [ “~~~1 i < Qi. This

restriction regularizes the x + 0, il # 0 region. On the other hand, the extrinsic
contribution is derived from Fock states exceeding this cut-off, Qi < M2 < Q2.
Physical quantities are independent of the intermediate cut-off Qo; the logarithmic
dependence on Qo cancels in the sum of intrinsic and extrinsic structure functions.

..~_ Note that the integral of xG, the momentum fraction carried by intrinsic pho-
tons, is always well-defined. In order to proceed further, we shall assume that the
wave function +(y, FL) is peaked at y N l/2. We then obtain

Wx, $1,
G(x,&)  = x

N 2x (x + 0) 7 (14)

for the polarization asymmetry. We have found that this result is numerically
accurate for a large range of positronium wave functions.

The opposite region (x + l), where the fermions emit hard photons, can be
also readily studied. After changing variables (1 - y ) = (1 -xc> (l-r), and expanding
around (1 - x) --f 0, we obtain:

G+(x,iJ = kx) ' dT
2TT2 2(27r)3 J

0

+ m2

[
1 $(y,Q I2

72 +
1 $(Y - 2, .e; - L) I2

(1 - r)2
Ii

1
X

[’

+ -a
PI-k1  2+m2 eZ+m2

+ -7- l - r 1 2 ’ (15)

G -  (x,&) =  (’ -x)3

1

26 2( 27r)3 s
d7

0
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1
X -0 -

(el-ki)2+m2 P~+m2
+ -7- l - r 1 2 -

Thus the x + 1 behavior depends on the endpoint behavior of the wave func-
tion +(y, zl). Let us assume that $(y,zl)  - yP for y --+ 0, and - (1 - y)Q for

y-j-4  1. If p > q, then the terms that contain 1 $(y,cl)  1’ dominate at x + 1 since
y > Z. This regime corresponds to the photon taking most of the longitudinal
momentum of the bound state from the electron. If p < q, the terms that contain

1 $(Y-d&L) I2 will dominate, which corresponds to the photon taking its
large momentum from the positron. Then

G+ = constant (1 - x)1+2h
G- = constant (1 - z)3+2h (x+ 1) 7 (16)

where h = min(p, q) is the lowest endpoint power (y -+ 0, y + 1) behavior of
+(Y,L). If +(YJLJ is invariant under y t (1 - y), then the two endpoint powers
are the same. In any case:

-

i.e. the helicity of the photon tends to be aligned with that of the bound state at
large x. In the case of relativistic positronium h = 1.3g

We now extend this analysis to QCD bound states. A perturbative analysis
is certainly justified for heavy quark systems.4o Since the general structure of the
fermion + fermion plus gluon vertices given in Table I is dictated by Lorentz invari-
ance and parity conservation, we will assume that this perturbative structure is also
applicable to light-quark systems. We thus analyze the intrinsic gluon distribution
retaining only first order corrections to the valence Fock state. The appropriate
color factor is obtained by the replacement of (a) by (OF where CF = 4/3 for
NC = 3. We find similar endpoint behavior to that found in the abelian  calculation.
In particular, the gluon asymmetry at x t 0 is AG(x)/G(x)  2< l/y > x N N,x
where Nq is the number of fermions in the valence Fock state. The x + 1 behavior
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for the three-quark proton can also be determined”

G+ - ( 1  -x)4
G- N ( 1  -x)6

(x4) . (18)

3.2. Connection with the Bound State Potential

On general grounds we expect a connection between the probability for emis-
sion (distribution function of photons or gluons) and the hyperfine interaction part
of the bound state potential since both depend on the exchange of transverse gauge
quanta. In fact, each diagram that contributes to the transverse potential has a
corresponding cut-diagram in the expression for the distribution function. In the
actual calculation, these quantities differ by just a denominator D. Thus

1

s
0

dx G,/B (x,9:) = -(s), 7 (19)

where G,/B is the unpolarized distribution function of gauge fields g in the bound
state B, V is the potential due to gluon exchange and self-energy corrections, and
MB is the bound-state mass. Note that the instantaneous (non-retarded) piece
does not depend on MB, so it does not contribute. As discussed above, these
quantities are regulated at x --+ 0 by the ultraviolet cutoff Qi in the invariant
mass. This singularity cancels in the hyperfine splitting:

where ( )hfs refers to the spin-dependent part of the bound state potential.
In the case of gluons in QCD bound states, we obtain analogous results:

for mesons (p and r ), and

(22)

for baryons (p and A).
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These expressions can be analytically continued, relating the difference of frag-
mentation functions of gluons DH,~(z, Q2) in ot h da rons H of different spin to the
hyperfine splitting piece of the bound state potential.

3.3. Summary on the Intrinsic Gluon Distribution

The gluon distribution of a hadron is usually assumed to be generated from
QCD evolution of the quark structure functions beginning at an initial scale Qi.” In
such a model there are no gluons in the hadron at a resolution scale below Qo. The
evolution is completely incoherent; i.e., each quark in the hadron radiates inde-
pendently.

In the approach presented here it is recognized that the bound state wave
function itself generates gluons. This is clear from the relationship between the
gluon distribution and the transverse part of the bound-state potential. To the
extent that gluons generate the binding, they also must appear in the intrinsic
gluon distribution. We emphasize that the diagrams in which gluons connect one
quark to another are not present in the usual QCD evolution equations. Evolution
contributions correspond in the bound-state equation to self-energy corrections to
the quark lines at resolution scales M2 > Qi.

The model forms given in Eqs. (6) and (7) provide a convenient model for
the nucleon’s polarized and unpolarized intrinsic gluon distributions which takes
into account coherence at low x and perturbative constraints at high x. It is ex-
pected that this should be a good characterization of the gluon distribution at the
resolution scale Qt N Mi.

-

It is well-known that the leading power at x - 1 is increased when QCD
evolution is taken into account. The change in power is 32

Q2
1

Apg(Q2)  = 4cA C(Q2, 0:) = ;
J

d/c2
,cu,(K2),

Qi

where CA = 3 in QCD. For typical values of Qo N 1 GeV, Am N 0.2 GeV the
change in power is moderate: Ap,(2 GeV2) = 0.28, A~,(10 GeV2)  = 0.78. A recent
determination of the unpolarized gluon distribution of the proton at Q2 = 2 GeV2
using direct photon and deep inelastic data has been given in Ref. 43. The best
fit over the interval 0.05 5 x 5 0.75 assuming the form xG(x, Q2 = 2 GeV2) =
A(l-x)qg gives vs = 3.9&0.11(+0.8-0.6), w here the errors in parenthesis allow for
systematic uncertainties. This result is compatible with the prediction qs = 4 for
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the intrinsic gluon distribution at the bound-state scale, allowing for the increase
in the power due to evolution.

4 .  B O U N D  V A L E N C E - Q U A R K  D I S T R I B U T I O N S

Deep inelastic lepton scattering and lepton-pair production experiments mea-
sure the light-cone longitudinal momentum distributions x = (ki + ki)/(p& + p&)
of quarks in hadrons through the relation

F,H(x, Q2) = c e;xG,/H (x, Q2).
!l

(24

J’2H(~,  Q2) is the leading-twist structure function at the momentum transfer scale
Q, Four-momentum conservation at large Q2 then leads to the identification x =
XBj = Q2/2p  . q. In principle, the distribution functions G,,H could be computed
from the bound state solutions of QCD.” For example, given the wave functions
$ky! (Xi, Eli, Xi) in the light-cone Fock expansion of the hadronic state, one can
write the distribution function in the form45

GqIH(x,  Q2) = c / n dx;;;Fi I’$~~~ (Xi, G-I+, Xi)12 C b(xb - X). (25)
n,k i b=q

Here xi = k’/pf; = (kf + kf)/(p& + p&) is the light-cone momentum fraction of
each constituent, where Ci xi = 1 and Ci kl, = 0 in each Fock state n. The sum
is over all Fock components n and helicities  Xi, integrated over the unconstrained
constituent momenta.

An important concept in the description of any bound state is the definition
of “valence” constituents. In atomic physics the term “valence electrons” refers to
the electrons beyond the closed shells which give an atom its chemical properties.
Correspondingly, the term “valence quarks” refers to the quarks which give the
bound state hadron its global quantum numbers. In quantum field theory, bound
states of fixed particle number do not exist; however, the light-cone expansion
allows a consistent definition of the valence quarks of a hadron: the valence quarks
appear in each Fock state together with any number of gluons and quark-anti-
quark pairs; each component thus has the global quantum numbers of the hadron.

How can one identify the contribution of the valence quarks of the bound state
with the phenomenological structure functions ? Traditionally, the distribution
function G,,H has been separated into “valence” and “sea” contributions:46  G,,H =
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Figure  4. Structure function contributions  from the three-quark plus one pair Fock
state of the proton.  The dz pair in diagram  (a) contributes  to the sea distribution,  but
diagram  (b) due to anti-symmetrization  of the d-quarks  cannot  be separated  uniquely
into “valence”  versus “sea”  parts.

G;$ + GTB, where, as an operational definition, one assumes

G~B(x,  Q2) = GTi(x, Q2L (0 < 2 < l), (26)

and thus G”“’q,H(x, Q2) = Gq,H(x, Q2) - GqlH(xr Q2). The assumption of identical
quark and anti-quark sea distributions is reasonable for the s and s quarks in the
proton.  However,  in the case of the u and d quark contributions to the sea, anti-
symmetrization of identical quarks in the higher Fock states implies non-identical q
and ?j sea contributions. This is immediately apparent in the case of atomic physics,
where Bethe-Heitler pair production in the field of an atom does not give symmetric
electron and positron distributions since electron capture is blocked in states where
an atomic electron is already present. Similarly in QCD, the qq pairs which arise
from gluon splitting as in Fig. 4(a) do not have identical quark and anti-quark sea
distributions; contributions from interference diagrams such as Fig. 4(b), which
arise from the anti-symmetrization of the higher Fock state wave functions, must be
taken into account. Although the integral of the conventional valence distribution
gives correct charge sum rules, such as Jt dx( G,,H (x) - Gq,H (x)), it can give a
misleading reading of the actual momentum distribution of the valence quarks.
It is also interesting to notice that the Gottfried sum rule assumes the equality
of anti-up and anti-down quarks in the proton. Because of the stronger Pauli
blocking of up quarks, however, one would expect a relative suppression of anti-up
quarks in the proton, giving an important correction to the sum rule.

-

The standard definition also has the difficulty that the derived valence quark
distributions are apparently singular in the limit x + 0. For example, standard
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phenomenology indicates that the valence up-quark distribution in the proton
behaves as G”“’ - x-OR for small x47116 where a~ = 0.5.48  This implies thatU/P
quantities that depend on the < l/x > moment of the valence distribution diverge.
This is the case for the “sigma term” in current algebra and the J = 0 fixed pole in
Compton scattering.4g Furthermore, it has been shown5’ that the change in mass
of the proton when the quark mass is varied in the light-cone Hamiltonian is given
by an extension of the Feynman-Hellmann theorem:

aiq l dx
ami (Q2) = J T Gq,, (x, Q2)-

0
(27)

In principle, this formula allows one to compute the contribution to the proton-
neutron mass difference due to the difference of up and down quark masses. How-
ever, again, with the standard definition of the valence quark distribution, the
integration is undefined at low x. Even more seriously, the expectation value of the
light-cone kinetic energy operator

1

J dx < IcH : + m2 Gg/p(x,  Q>. (28)
0

is infinite for valence quarks if one uses the traditional definition. There is no
apparent way of associating this divergence of the kinetic energy operator with
renormalization.51 Notice that a divergence at x = 0 is an ultraviolet infinity for
a massive quark, since it implies k+ = k” + k” = 0; i.e. k” t -oo. A bound
state wave function would not be expected to have support for arbitrarily large
momentum components.

Part of the difficulty with identifying bound state contributions to the proton
structure functions is that many physical processes contribute to the deep inelastic
lepton-proton cross section: From the perspective of the laboratory or center of
mass frame, the virtual photon can scatter out a bound-state quark as in the atomic
physics photoelectric process, or the photon can first make a qQ pair, either of which
can interact in the target. As we emphasize here, in such pair-production processes,
one must take into account the Pauli principle which forbids creation of a quark in
the same state as one already present in the bound state wave function. Thus the
lepton interacts with quarks which are both intrinsic to the proton’s bound-state
structure, and with quarks which are extrinsic; i.e. created in the electron-proton
collision itself. Note that such extrinsic processes would occur in electroproduction
even if the valence quarks had no charge. Thus much of the phenomena observed
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in electroproduction at small values of x, such as Regge behavior, sea distributions
associated with photon-gluon fusion processes, and shadowing in nuclear structure
functions should be identified with the extrinsic interactions, rather than processes
directly connected with the proton’s bound-state structure.

In Ref. 11 Ivan Schmidt and I propose a definition of “bound valence-quark”
distribution functions that correctly isolates the contribution of the valence con-
stituents which give the hadron its flavor and other global quantum numbers. In
this new separation, G,I~(x,  Q2) = Gf$(x, Q2) + Grz(x, Q2),  non-valence quark
distributions are identified with the structure functions which would be measured
if--the  valence quarks of the target hadron had zero electro-weak charge. We
shall prove that with this new definition the bound valence-quark distributions
GBV(x, Q2) vanish at x + 0, as expected for a bound-state constituent.q/P

4.1. Construction of Bound Valence-Quark Distributions

In order to construct the bound valence-quark distributions, we imagine a
gedanken QCD where, in addition to the usual set of quarks {q} = {u, d, s, c, b, t},
there is another set {qo} = (~0, do, so, co, bo, to} with the same spin, masses, flavor,
color, and other quantum numbers, except that their electromagnetic charges are
zero.

Let us now consider replacing the target proton p in the lepton-proton scat-
tering experiment by a chargeless proton po which has valence quarks qo of zero
electromagnetic charge. In this extended QCD the higher Fock wave functions of
the proton p and the chargeless proton po both contain qq and qo@ pairs. As far as
the strong QCD interactions are concerned, the physical proton and the gedanken
chargeless proton are equivalent.

-

We define the bound valence-structure function of the proton from the dif-
ference between scattering on the physical proton minus the scattering on the
chargeless proton, in analogy to an “empty target” subtraction:

F:‘(x, Q2) = F;p(x, Q2) - Fipo(x, Q2). (29)

The non-valence distribution is thus FiNv (x,Q2)  = Fip”(x,Q2). The F;(x,Q2) (; =
1,2,) are the leading-twist structure functions, with F.z(x, Q2) = C, eixG$L(z,  Q2),
etc. The situation just described is similar to the atomic physics case, where in or-
der to correctly define photon scattering from a bound electron, one must subtract
the cross section on the nucleus alone, without that bound electron present.52 Phys-
ically the nucleus can scatter photons through virtual pair production, and this
contribution has to be subtracted from the total cross section. In QCD we cannot
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construct protons without the valence quarks; thus we need to consider hadrons
with chargeless valence constituents.53

Notice that the cross section measured in deep inelastic lepton scattering on po
is not zero. This is because the incident photon (or vector boson) creates virtual
qq pairs which scatter strongly in the gluonic field of the chargeless proton target.
In fact at small 2 the inelastic cross section is dominated by J = 1 gluon exchange
contributions, and thus the structure functions of the physical and chargeless pro-
tons become equal:

ii0 [Ff(x, Q2) - Fipo(x,  Q")] = o.

Remarkably, as we show below, the bound valence-quark distribution function
GBV vanishes at x + 0; it has neither Pomeron x-r nor Reggeon xmaR contribu-_ qlH
tions.

Although the gedanken subtraction is impossible in the real world, we will show
that, nevertheless, the bound valence-distribution can be analytically constrained
at small xbj.  This opens up the opportunity to extend present phenomenology and
relate measured distributions to true bound state wave functions.

In the following sections we will analyze both the atomic and hadronic cases,
paying particular attention to the high energy regime.

4.2. Atomic Case

Since it contains the essential features relevant for our discussion, we will first
analyze photon scattering from an atomic target. This problem contains an inter-
esting paradox which was first resolved by Goldberger and Low in 1968.52 Here we
give a simple, but explicit, derivation of the main result.

The Kramers-Kronig dispersion relation relates the forward Compton ampli-
tude to the total photo-absorptive cross section54

dk’)
k/2 - k2 _ ie’ (31)

0

where k is the photon energy. One should be able to apply this formula to scattering
on a bound electron (eb)  in an atom. However, there is an apparent contradiction.
On the one hand, one can explicitly compute the high energy yeb + yeb forward
amplitude: it tends to a constant value at k + 00, the electron Thomson term,
f(k) t -e2/mi, where rni is the effective electron mass corrected for atomic bind-
ing.55 On the other hand, the 0 (e2) cross section for the photoelectric effect
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‘yeb + e’ behaves as d&,to N l/k at high energies. But then the integral in the
dispersion relation predicts logarithmic behavior for f(k) at high energy in contra-
diction to the explicit calculation. Evidently other contributions to the inelastic
cross-section cannot resolve this conflict.

This problem was solved5’ by carefully defining what one means by scattering
on a bound state electron. For both the elastic Compton amplitude and the inelas-
tic cross section one must subtract the contribution in which the photon scatters
off the Coulomb field of the nucleus (empty target subtraction). Thus a(k) in the
Kramers-Kronig relation is really the difference between the total atomic cross sec-
tion c,tom(  k) and the nuclear cross section crnucleus (k), which is dominated by pair
production. We will present a simple proof that the high energy behavior N l/k of
the cross sections exactly cancels in this difference, which is a necessary condition
for a consistent dispersion relation.

The total cross section for photon scattering on the atom is dominated by two
main terms: the photoelectric contribution and e+e- pair production, with the
produced electron going into a different state than the electron already present in
the atom.56 On the other hand, in the subtraction, pair production in the field of
the-nucleus is not restricted by the Pauli principle; this cross section contains a con-
tribution where the produced electron goes into the same state as the bound state
electron of the atom, plus other terms in which it goes into different states. These
last contributions cancel in the difference b,tom  - g’nucleus.  Thus the bound-state
electron photo-absorption cross section is the difference between the photoelectric
cross section on the atom and the pair production capture  cross section on the
nucleus, where the produced electron is captured in the same state as the original
bound state electron: oeb = gphoto&ctric  - ccapture. This is depicted graphically in
Fig. 5.

Photoelectric

2

-

2

C a p t u r e  s-906554A2

Figure  5. The bound-electron  photo-absorption cross section uyeb  is defined as the
difference  of y - Atom  and  y - Nucleus  cross sections.  This  can also be expressed as
the difference  between  the atomic “photoelectric”  cross section and  the pair production
“capture” cross section on the nucleus, but with the produced electron  going  into the
same atomic state as the original bound  state electron.
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Figure  6. The helicity-summed squared amplitude  for the process  yZ ---f e+Atom
is equal, by charge conjugation,  to the helicity-summed  squared amplitude  for yz -+
e-Atom, up to a phase. This is also equal  by crossing to the helicity-summed squared

--- amplitude  for the process yAtom --f e-2, but with s and ‘1~ interchanged.

Figure  7. The bound  valence-quark  distribution  of quark  d can be calculated  from
the difference  between  (a) the cross section on the state p in which the virtual photon
momentum  is absorbed by the quark  d, and (b) the dz pair production  cross section in
the field  of ps, but with the produced d quark  ending  in the same state as the d quark
in the original  proton  state p.

We next note that the squared amplitude for the capture process yZ +
e+Atom is equal, by charge conjugation, to the squared amplitude for yz -+
e-Atom. (See Fig. 6.) Furthermore, by crossing symmetry, the (helicity summed)
squared amplitude for this last process is equal to the (helicity summed) squared
amplitude for yAtom + e-2,  with pz and (-pAtom) interchanged. This is
equivalent to the interchange of the Mandelstam variables s = (pr + p~)~ and
U = (Pr - PAtom) 2. Thus at high photon energies (where s 21 -u), the two cross
sections  gphotoelectric  and gcapture of Fig. 5 cancel, consistent with the Kramers-
Kronig relation. In Regge language, the imaginary part of the J = 0 Compton
amplitude is zero.

The proof we have presented implicitly assumes the equality of the flux factors
for the photoelectric process on the atom and the capture process on the nucleus.
This is normally a good approximation since the atomic and nuclear masses are
almost identical for Mz >> m,. However, for finite mass systems such as muonic
atoms, the mass of the nucleus and atom are unequal, and the cross sections do
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Figure  8. Amplitudes  describing Reggeon  behavior at small  2: (a) in electroproduc-
tion,  and  (b) in the subtraction term of Fig. 7(b).

Figure  9. The helicity-summed squared amplitude  for (a) y*p + d’(uu) is equal,
by charge conjugation,  to the helicity-summed  squared amplitude  for the process (b)
y*p + d(a), up to a phase. This is also equal,  by crossing symmetry, to the helicity-
summed squared amplitude  for (c) y*( uu --) J*p, with s and  u interchanged.  Thus at)
high energies  the Reggeon contribution  from the subtraction term of Fig. 8(b) cancels
the Reggeon contribution  of Fig. 8(a).

not cancel at high energy. The difficulty in this case is that the nucleus does not
provide the correct “empty target” subtraction.

However, we can extend the analysis to the general atomic problem by consider-
ing hypothetical atoms A0 consisting of null leptons f?o with normal electromagnetic
and Coulomb interactions with the nucleus but with zero external charge. [In ef-
fect, we consider an extended QED with U(1) x U(1) gauge interactions, where
the null lepton has charge (-1, 0), and the normal lepton and nucleus have charges
(-1, -1) and (2, Z), respectively.] The empty target subtraction is defined as the
difference between the cross section on the normal atom A = (Ze) and the cross
section on the null atom A0 = (Z.lo). S ince the mass and binding interactions of A
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and A0 are identical, the photo-absorption flux factors are the same in both cases.
As in the earlier proof, the matrix element for the photoelectric process on the

atom A becomes equal in modulus at high energies with the matrix element for the
capture process on the null atom Ao. Note that in the computation of the capture
process amplitude, the presence of the spectator lepton lo is irrelevant since it
remains in the original quantum state (say IS): The required matrix element of
the current is

(Alo(lS)l+IJpIAo) = (Aea(lS)e+l~~r”irbt~(lS)IZ)  = (Al+lJ’“IZ).
-- -

By charge conjugation and crossing this is equal in modulus to

(ze-lJ“lA),

the corresponding photoelectric matrix element with s + u. Final-state interac-
tions can only affect the phase at high energies. Thus we obtain cancellation of the
photoelectric and capture cross sections at high energies, and verify the Kramers-
Kronig dispersion relation for Compton scattering on leptons bound to finite mass
nuclei.

4.3. Reggeon Cancellations in QCD

We now return to the analysis of the “bound valence-quark distributions” of
the proton. According to the discussion of Section 4.1, the measurement of the
bound valence-quark distribution requires an “empty target” subtraction:

+*p + X) - +y*po + X).
Both p and po contain higher Fock states with arbitrary number of gluons, QQ, and
qoQ0 pairs. It is clear that the terms associated with J M 1 Pomeron behavior due
to gluon exchange cancel in the difference. In this section we shall prove that the
Reggeon terms also cancel, and thus the resulting distribution of bound valence
quarks G~;(x, Q2) vanishes as x + 0.

As in the atomic case, we now proceed to describe the leading contributions to
the scattering of a photon from both the proton p and the state ~0. For simplicity
of notation, we will consider an example which isolates just the bound valence
d-quark distribution of the proton p(uud);  in this case the subtraction term is the
deep inelastic cross section on the system po(uudo)  in which the do valence quark
has normal QCD interactions but does not carry electric charge. The general case,
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where the subtraction is on the completely neutral state po(uouodo),  is a simple
generalization. The high Q2 virtual photo-absorption cross section on the proton
(laboratory frame) contains two types of terms: contributions in which a quark in
p absorbs the momentum of the virtual photon; and terms in which a qij pair is
created, but the produced q is in a different quantum state than the quarks already
present in the hadron. On the other hand, the cross section for scattering of the
virtual photon from the state po(uudo) contains contributions that differ from the
p(uud) case in two important aspects: first the virtual photon can be absorbed only
by charged quarks; and in dd pair production on the null proton po, the d quark
can be produced in any state. Thus the difference between the cross sections off
p and po equals a term analogous to (Tphotoelec-ri,-, in which a d quark in p absorbs
the photon momentum, minus a dz pair production contribution on po analogous
to gcapture  7 in which the produced d quark ends up in the same quantum state as
the d quark in the original proton state p. This is shown graphically in Fig. 7.“’

Reggeon behavior in the electroproduction cross section can be understood as
due to the appearance of a spectrum of bound qij states in the t-channel. The
absorptive cross section associated with t-channel ladder diagrams is depicted in
Fig. 8(a). The summation of such diagrams leads to Reggeon behavior of the deep
inelastic structure functions at small x.5’ In the rest system, the virtual photon
creates a da pair at a distance proportional to l/z e ore the target. The radiationb f
which occurs over this distance contributes to the physics of the Reggeon behavior.

A corresponding Reggeon contribution at low 5 also occurs in the subtraction
term indicated in Fig. 8(b). In the case of the proton target, the d-quark, after
radiation, cannot appear in the quantum state already occupied by the d-quark in
the proton because of the Pauli principle. However, the corresponding contribution
is allowed on the po target: in effect, the d-quark replaces the do-quark and is cap-
tured into a proton. The capture cross section is computed from the amplitude for
y*po + ;i*p d;?“” As in the corresponding atomic physics analysis, the spectator
do quark in the null target po is inert and cancels out from the amplitude. Thus
we only need to consider effectively the (helicity summed) squared amplitude for
y*(uu) + $p. However, as illustrated in Fig. 9 this amplitude, after charge conju-
gation and crossing s + u, is equal to the (helicity summed) y*p --t d*(uu) squared
amplitude at small z. The flux factors for the proton and null proton target are
equal.

If we write  Sdphotoelectric as a sum of Regge terms of the form ,0~ Is IaR, where
CYR > 0 then the subtraction of the capture cross section on the null proton will
give the net virtual photo-absorption cross section as a sum of terms saBV =
CR PR(IsI”~ - lul”“>- If we ignore mass corrections in leading twist, then s N
Q2(1 - x)/z and u N -Q2/x. Thus for small x every Regge term is multiplied
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by a factor I<R = (--cUR)Z.  For example, for oR = l/2 (which is the leading
even charge-conjugation Reggeon contribution for non-singlet isospin structure
functions), J$‘(““d) - F$aU’o) N z312.  The bound valence-quark non-singlet (I =
1) distribution thus has leading behavior Gr,k - z1i2 and vanishes for x + 0.

We can also understand this result from symmetry considerations. We have
shown from crossing symmetry G,/, (x, Q2) - G71po (x, Q2) --f 0 at low x. Thus the
even charge-conjugation Reggeon and Pomeron contributions decouple from the
bound valence-quark distributions.

The analytic cancellation of the leading Reggeon contributions of the s-channel
and u-channel contributions suggests that, given sufficiently detailed Regge fits to
the data for the non-singlet structure functions, one could construct a phenomeno-
logical model for the bound valence-quark distributions. Eventually, lattice gauge
theory or other non-perturbative methods for solving QCD, such as discretized
light-cone quantization:4 may provide detailed first-principle predictions for the
bound valence-quark distributions which could be compared with the phenomeno-
logical forms.

4.4. Summary on Bound-Valence Quark Distributions

The observation that the deep inelastic lepton-proton cross section is non-
zero, even when the quarks in the target hadron carry no charge, implies that
we should distinguish two separate contributions to deep inelastic lepton scatter-
ing: intrinsic (bound-state) and extrinsic (non-bound) structure functions. The
extrinsic contributions are created by the virtual strong interactions of the lep-
ton itself, and are present even if the quark fields of the target are chargeless.
The bound valence-quark distributions, defined by subtracting the distributions
for a gedanken “null” hadron with chargeless valence quarks, correctly isolates the
valence-quark contributions intrinsic to the bound-state structure of the target.
As we have shown, both the Pomeron and leading Reggeon contributions are ab-
sent in the bound valence-quark distributions. The leading Regge contributions
are thus associated with particles created by the photon-hadron scattering reac-
tion, processes extrinsic to the bound state physics of the target hadron itself.
The bound valence-quark distributions are in principle computable by solving the
bound state problem in QCD. Sum rules for the proton derived from properties of
the hadronic wave function thus apply to the bound valence-quark contributions.
In particular, the light-cone kinetic energy of the bound valence-quarks,

1

J dx < Icf ; + m2 G,B/j(x,Q)

0

(32)
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is finite, as expected for a bound state wave function contribution. The ultraviolet
divergence of the kinetic energy obtained from the non-valence distribution is
associated with the production of high mass states in the electron-proton collision,
rather than the distribution of the bound-state valence quarks.

The essential reason why the new definition of the bound valence-quark distri-
bution differs from the conventional definition of valence distributions is the Pauli
principle: the anti-symmetrization of the bound state wave function for states
which contain quarks of identical flavor. As we have shown, this effect plays a
dynamical role at low x, eliminating leading Regge behavior in the bound valence-
quark distributions. In the atomic physics case, where the leading Regge behavior
corresponds to J = a~ = 0, the analogous application of the Pauli principle leads
to analytic consistency with the Kramers-Kronig dispersion relation for Compton
scattering on a bound electron.

5 .  I N T R I N S I C  C H A R M - Q U A R K  D I S T R I B U T I O N S

There are a number of striking anomalies in the data” for charm production
which cannot be readily explained by conventional leading twist gg + CC or qq + CC
fusion subprocesses. The first signals for charm baryon production at large XF were
reported by the BCF and other groups at the ISR. The results are reviewed in Ref.
60. Other anomalies include:

1. The EMC data’l  for the charm structure function of the nucleon appears to
be too high at large XB~.

2. The LEBC bubble chamber data62 for charm production in pp collisions
indicates an excess of D events at large XF. The excess is not associated with
D’s that contain the proton’s valence quark.

3. The cross section measured by the WA-62 group63 for C-N + Z(csu)X is
too large and flat at large XF.

4. The NA-3 data25 for J/$ production in pion-nucleus and proton-nucleus
collisions can be represented as two components: a normal contribution in
the central region which is almost additive in nuclear number that can be
accounted for by gg + CC and q?j + cz fusion, and a second “diffractive con-
tribution” which dominates at large SF and is strongly shadowed. This last
contribution suggests that high momentum c~ systems are being produced
on the front surface of the nuclear target.

It is difficult to understand any of these anomalies, particularly the production
of high XF charmonium  unless the proton itself has an intrinsic charm contribu-
tions4 to its structure function. From the perturbative point of view, a uudcc
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Fock component can be generated by the gg + cz amplitude where the gluons
are emitted from two of the valence quarks. The probability for finding the heavy
quark pair of mass MQg or greater is thus of order cri (M&)/M& (see the in-
troduction). Intrinsic charm is thus a higher twist mechanism. The leading twist
extrinsic charm contributions depend on the logarithm of the heavy quark mass.
Since the intrinsic charm quarks are associated with the bound-state equation for
the proton, then all the partons tend to have equal velocity. Unlike normal sea
quarks generated by evolution, this implies that the heaviest constituents, the in-
trinsic charm quarks, will take a large fraction of the proton’s momentum. In a
hadronic collision the c and z can coalesce to produce a charmonium state with the

65majority of the proton’s momentum. The EMC charm structure function data
requires a 0.3 % probability for the intrinsic charm Fock state in the nucleon.?

According to the hard scattering picture of QCD, production cross sections
involving large momentum transfer should factorize and be approximately addi-
tive in the nucleon number, daA = AQ(xF,m)daN with cx N 1, up to the small
shadowing and anti-shadowing corrections seen in deep inelastic lepton-nucleus
scattering. (See Section 6.) In the Drell-Yan process, large mass muon pair pro-
duction, LY N 1 for all XF is indeed observed? However, several experiments on
open charm production show6’ that a(XF  2 0.2) N 0.7.. .0.8. For small XF, an in-
direct analysis62 comparing different measurements of the total charm production
cross section indicates a(XF  N 0) N 1.

The most detailed data on the nuclear dependence of charm production is avail-
able from the hadroproduction of J/G. Here a decrease of CY from CX(XF Z! 0) 2! 1
to a(x~ N 0.8) N 0.8 has been seen by several groupsP’ The analysis of Badier, et
al.25 is particularly interesting. They noted that the production of J/V/I at large XF

(up to XF N 0.8) cannot be explained by the gluon and light quark fusion mecha-
nisms of perturbative QCD, due to the anomalous A-dependence. However, their
T-A + J/4+X da a was well reproduced if, in addition to hard QCD fusion (witht
Q = 0.97),  they included a “diffractive” component of J/ll, production at high XF
with o = 0.77. Using their measured A-dependence to extract the “diffractive”
component, they found that (for a pion beam) that the J/G distribution peaks
at XF 21 0.5 and dominates the hard scattering A’ component for x 2 0.6. The
anomalous nuclear dependence cannot be explained by gluon shadowing since the
data scale in XF rather than the gluon momentum fraction in the nucleus ~2.~’ Fi-
nal state absorption of the charmonium state would predict an increasing nuclear
yield with J/ll, momentum, opposite what is seen. Furthermore, this would not
explain the similar A-dependence observed by E-77226 for J/lc, and 4’ production.

A diffractive contribution to heavy quarkonium production is consistent with
QCD when one takes into account the higher twist intrinsic charm component of
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the projectile wave function. In high energy hadron-nucleus collisions the nucleus
may be regarded as a “filter” of the hadronic wave function.3 The argument, which
relies only on general features such as time dilation, goes as follows.6Q As discussed
in the introduction, one can define a Fock state expansion of a hadron in terms of
its quark and gluon constituents; e.g. for a meson,

Ih) = Id + Im) + Imr) + * - - (33)
The various Fock components will mix with each other during their time evolution.
However, at sufficiently high hadron energies Eh, and during short times t, the
mixing is negligible. Specifically, the relative phase exp[-i(E - Eh)t] of a given
term in Eq. (33) is proportional to the energy difference

E-E~=
[
cmf;,p”‘i -kg

2
/(2&)

i 1
which vanishes for Eh + 00. Hence the time evolution of the Fock expansion is,
at high energies, diagonal during the time - l/R it takes for the hadron to cross
a nucleus of radius R.

The diagonal time development means that it is possible to describe the scat-
tering of a hadron in a nucleus in terms of the scattering of its individual Fock
components. Let us explore the consequences for typical, soft collisions character-
ized by momentum transfers qT N 11~~0. The partons of a given Fock state will
scatter independently of each other if their transverse separation is rT 2 ~/&CD;
i.e. if the state is of typical hadronic size. Conversely, the nuclear scattering will
be coherent over the partons in Fock states having rT << l/&co since @“‘IT N 1.
For color-singlet clusters, the interference between the different parton  amplitudes
interacting with the nuclear gluonic field is destructive. Thus the nucleus will
appear nearly transparent to small, color-singlet Fock states. In an experiment
detecting fast secondary hadrons the nucleus indeed serves, then, as a filter that
selects the small Fock components in the incident hadrons.

Now consider the intrinsic charm state I&&) of a IT+).  Because of the large
charm mass mc, the energy difference in denominator of the wave function will be
minimized at equal parton velocity; i.e. when the charm quarks carry most of the
longitudinal momentum. Moreover, because m, is large, the transverse momenta
mc of the charm quarks range up to O(m,), implying that the transverse size of
the CC system is 0(1/m,). Hence, provided only that the cz forms a color singlet, it
can penetrate the nucleus with little energy loss. Thus the high momentum small
transverse size CC color-singlet cluster in the incident hadron passes through the
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nucleus undeflected,  and it can then evolve into charmonium  states after transiting
the nucleus.” In effect, the nucleus is transparent to the heavy quark pair compo-
nent of the intrinsic state. The remaining cluster of light quarks in the intrinsic
charm Fock state has a larger transverse size and tends to be absorbed on the
front surface of the nucleus. This justifies the analysis of Badier et al. in which the
perturbative and non-perturbative charm production mechanisms were separated
on the basis of their different A-dependence (Q = 0.97 and cy = 0.77 for a pion
beam, respectively). The effective xF-dependence  of cy seen in charm production is
explained by the different characteristics of the two production mechanisms. Hard,
gl_uon  fusion production dominates at small XF, due to the steeply falling gluon
structure function. The contribution from intrinsic charm Fock states in the beam
peaks at higher XF, due to the large momentum carried by the charm quarks. This
two-component hard-scattering plus intrinsic charm model also explains why the
nuclear dependence of J/t+b production depends on XF rather than x2, as predicted
by leading twist factorization.?

An important consequence of this picture is that all final states produced by
a penetrating intrinsic CC component will have the same A-dependence. Thus, in
particular, the $(2S)  radially excited state will behave in the same way as the
J/+, in spite of its larger size. This prediction is confirmed by the recent E-
772 data.26 The nucleus cannot influence the quark hadronization which (at high
energies) takes place outside the nuclear environment.

Quarkonium production due to the intrinsic heavy quark state will fall off
rapidly for pi greater than bfQ, reflecting the fast-falling transverse momentum
dependence of the higher Fock state wave function. Thus we expect the conven-
tional fusion contributions to dominate in the large pT region. The data are in
fact consistent with a simple A1 law for J/+ production at large PT. The CERN
experiment of Badier et d5 finds that the ratio of nuclear cross sections is close
to additive in A for all XF when pi is between 2 and 3 GeV. The data of the
FermiLab experiment of Katsanevas et aZ.6’ shows consistency with additivity for
luy ranging from 1.2 to 3 GeV.

As was discussed above, the probability for intrinsic heavy quark states in
a light hadron wave function is expected64’71 to scale up to logarithms inversely
as the square of the heavy quark mass. This implies a production cross section

4proportional to l/MQ. The total rate of heavy quark production by the intrinsic
mechanism therefore decreases with quark mass relative to the leading-twist cross

2section which is proportional to l/MQ. At large x the intrinsic production should
still dominate, however, implying a nuclear dependence in this region characterized
b y  (Y N 0.7... 0.8. The recent E-772 data26 for the hadroproduction of the
upsilon suggests that intrinsic beauty contributions may also be playing a role.
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Experimental measurements of beauty hadroproduction in nuclei over the whole
range of x will be essential for unraveling the two components of the cross section.

6 .  S H A D O W I N G  A N D  A N T I - S H A D O W I N G  O F  N U C L E A R
S T R U C T U R E  F U N C T I O N S

The shadowing and anti-shadowing of deep inelastic nuclear structure functions
refers to the depletion of the effective number of nucleons F2A/F2N at low x 2 0.1,
and the increase above nucleon additivity at x - 0.15. Results from the EMC
collaboration 72 and SLAC’” indicate that the effect is roughly Q2-independent;
i.e. shadowing is a leading twist in the operator product analysis. In contrast, the
shadowing of the real photo-absorption cross section due to p-dominance 74-77 falls
away as an inverse power of Q2.

Shadowing is a destructive interference effect which causes a diminished flux
and interactions in the interior and back face of the nucleus. The Glauber analysis 78

corresponds of hadron-nucleus scattering to the following: the incident hadron
scatters elastically on a nucleon Nr on the front face of the nucleus. At high energies
the phase of the amplitude is imaginary. The hadron then propagates through the
nucleus to nucleon N2 where it interacts inelastically. The accumulated phase of the
hadron propagator is also imaginary, so that this two-step amplitude is coherent
and opposite in phase to the one-step amplitude where the beam hadron interacts
directly on N2 without initial-state interactions. Thus the target nucleon N2 sees
less incoming flux: it is shadowed by elastic interactions on the front face of the
nucleus. If the hadron-nucleon cross section is large, then for large A the effective
number of nucleons participating in the inelastic interactions is reduced to N A2i3,
the number of surface nucleons.

In the case of virtual photo-absorption, the photon converts to a qq pair at a
distance before the target proportional to w = x-l = 2~. q/Q2 in the laboratory
frame.” In a physical gauge, such as the light-cone A+ = 0 gauge, the final-state
interactions of the quark can be neglected in the Bjorken limit, and effectively only
the anti-quark interacts. The nuclear structure function Fk producing quark q
can then be written as an integra180’4g over the inelastic cross section aqA(S’)  where
s’ grows as l/x for fixed space-like anti-quark mass. Similarly, the anti-quark
nuclear structure function is related to inelastic quark-nucleus scattering. Thus
the A-dependence of the deep inelastic nuclear structure functions cross section
reflects the A-dependence of the q and q cross sections in the nucleus. Hung Jung
Lu and I have recently applied the standard Glauber multi-scattering theory, to
crq~ and 0,~ assuming that formalism can be taken over to off-shell interactions.’
The shadowing mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 10.
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Figure  10. (a) The double-scattering amplitude  that shadows the direct  interaction
of the anti-quark with Nz.
(b) The same mechanism  as in (a), drawn  in the traditional “hand-bag”  form. Pomeron
and  Reggeon exchange  between  the quark  line and  N1 are explicitly  illustrated.

The predictions for the effective number of nucleons A,ff(x)/A are shown in
Fig. 11 for A = 12, 64, and 238. One observes shadowing below x N 0.1 and
an anti-shadowing peak around x N 0.15. The shadowing effects are roughly
logarithmic on the mass number A. The magnitude of shadowing predicted by
the model is consistent with the data for x > 0.01; below this region, one expects
higher-twist and vector-meson dominance shadowing to contribute. For x > 0.2
other nuclear effects must be taken into account. Most of the parameters used in
the model are assigned typical hadronic values. The critical quantity is the effective
quark-nucleon cross section g which controls the magnitude of shadowing effect
near x = 0: a larger value of c implies a larger q*N cross section and thus more
shadowing. Notice that 0 is the effective cross section at zero q virtuality, thus
the typical value (a) entering the calculation is somewhat smaller. The magnitude
of anti-shadowing is determined the real-to-imaginary-part ratio of the Reggeon
scattering amplitude.

Our semi-quantitative analysis shows that parton multiple-scattering process
provides a mechanism for explaining the observed shadowing at low x in the EMC-
SLAC data. The existence of anti-shadowing requires the presence of regions
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Figure  11. The predicted  ratio of A,//(r)/A  of th e multi-scattering  model in the
low 3: region for different  nuclear mass number. The data points are results  from the
EMC experiment  for Cu and Cu.

where the real part of the q - N amplitude dominates over the imaginary part.
The constructive interference which gives anti-shadowing in the x - 0.15 region is
due in this model to the phase of the Reggeon o = l/2 term. The phase follows
from analyticity and is dictated by the shape of the structure functions at low
x. We could utilize additional terms (at lower values of cy) to parameterize other
bound-state contributions which vanish as higher powers of x, but in practice their
qualitative effect would be indistinguishable from the our simplified model. These
results show that for reasonable values of the quark- and anti-quark-nucleon cross
section, one can understand the magnitude of the shadowing effect at small x.
Moreover, if one introduces an CYR N l/2 Reggeon contribution to the ~JN and qN
amplitudes, the real phase introduced by such a contribution automatically leads
to “anti-shadowing” (effective number of nucleons Fi(x, Q2)/Ft(x, Q2) > A) at
x 2 0.15 of the few percent magnitude seen by the SLAC and EMC experiments(2’73
The analysis also provides the input or starting point for the log Q2 evolution of
the deep inelastic structure functions, as given for example by Mueller and Qiu?
The parameters for the effective q-nucleon cross section required to understand
shadowing phenomena provide important information on the interactions of quarks
in nuclear matter.

The analysis presented here correlates shadowing phenomena to microscopic
quark-nucleon parameters. This approach also provides a dynamical and ana-
lytic explanation of anti-shadowing, confirming the conjecture of Nikolaev and
Zakharov 82 who predicted that such an effect must exist on the basis of con-
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servation laws. Using the perturbative QCD factorization theorem for inclusive
reactions, the same analysis can be extended to Drell-Yan and other fusion pro-
cesses, taking into account the separate dependence on the valence and sea quarks.
Thus some shadowing and anti-shadowing should also be observable in the nuclear
structure function 8’$l(zz, Q2) extracted from massive lepton pair production on
nuclear targets at low x2. However, unlike pion excess models, the non-additive
nuclear effect is not restricted to sea quarks.

This microscopic approach to shadowing and anti-shadowing analysis also has
implications of the nature of particle production for virtual photoabsorption in
nuclei. At high Q2 and x > 0.3, hadron production should be uniform throughout
the nucleus. At low x where shadowing occurs, the inelastic reaction occurs mainly
at the front surface. These features can be examined in detail by studying non-
additive multi-particle correlations in both the target and current fragmentation
region. The same types of multi-scattering “fan” diagrams also appear in the
analysis of the saturation of the gluon distribution at small x.83

7 .  C O N C L U S I O N S

In these lectures I have emphasized some of the remarkable features and com-
plexities of the hadron and nuclear wave functions in QCD. By far, the simplest
description of the hadron is given in terms of the light-cone Fock expansion, which
provides a consistent covariant representation of the hadron wave function in terms
of current quarks and gluons. This basis also allows a discrete computer simulation
of the complete quantum field theory which faithfully reflects renormalizability and
other properties of the continuum theory.

Nevertheless, the hadron wave-function must contains a large number of de-
grees of freedom in the light-cone basis. Part of the complexity is due to the lack
of understanding of the QCD vacuum; it is now clear that the zero modes of the
gauge field theory carry topological quantum numbers of the theory. The other
complexities of the Fock basis have to do with the nature of confinement and the
QCD couplings. The simulation of asymptotic freedom and chiral symmetry effects
evidently require higher Fock states with multiple gluon and quark-pair compo-
nents. The hardness of the QCD amplitudes implies that far-off shell fluctuations
of the hadron wave function are present with a probability that only decreases as
an inverse power of the virtuality. This implies relatively large probabilities for
heavy flavor fluctuations, massive pair fluctuations, and high momentum compo-
nents, much higher than the exponentially suppressed probabilities expected in
a soft theory. The concept of “intrinsic hardness”’ of the multi-particle ampli-
tudes in hadron and nuclear wave functions leads to an understanding of a many
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diverse phenomena, such the observation of charm and charmonium  at large lon-
gitudinal momentum and high-momentum “cumulative” effects in nuclear target
experiments. The relatively large cross section for charm production at threshold
predicted by intrinsic charm also provides an unexpected explanation for the spin
correlation anomaly in elastic proton scattering and an explanation of the decrease
of color transparency in quasi-elastic pp scattering at the same energy. The strong
effects of coalescence particle interactions at low relative velocity also leads to an
understanding of J/T) suppression in heavy ion collisions and the prediction of
nuclear bound-quarkonium.

_._ There a number of important ways in which experiment can resolve and probe
fundamental structure, particularly in electroproduction experiments where one
can look at the entire final state. The traditional focus of electroproduction exper-
iments has been tests of perturbative QCD predictions for the logarithmic evolution
of deep inelastic structure functions due to gluonic radiation from the struck quark.
This logarithmic effect is independent of the detailed structure of the proton itself.
Tests of the leading twist PQCD evolution have been largely successful; however,
at moderate values of momentum transfer there remains important questions and
ambiguities concerning the magnitude and origin of higher twist corrections, the
behavior of R = a~/a~, the origin of quark spin correlations, the shape of heavy
sea components, and the gluon distribution. The non-singlet Regge behavior of
structure functions has not been checked to high precision.

The interest in electroproduction has now turned to the basic problem of un-
derstanding the structure of the proton in terms of its quark and gluon degrees of
freedom. Elastic and inelastic lepton scattering is still the best “microscope” for
probing the fundamental structure of the nucleon. One is interested in testing the
implications of non-perturbative QCD for the “intrinsic” multi-particle coherent
bound-state structure of the nucleon. Information on the distribution amplitude
d~(xl, x2, x3, Q), the covariant wave function describing the correlations of valence
quarks in the nucleon bound-state, can be obtained from measurements of form
factors and other exclusive channels. Information on the complete multi-particle
quark and gluon degrees of freedom requires detailed coincidence measurements of
the final state hadrons, especially the target region. Nuclear targets play a valu-
able role in these measurements by modifying the hadronization and dynamics of
the recoil quark jet over distances measured in fermi’s, and by filtering out various
components of the hadron wave function.

The following are just a few of the ways electroproduction experiments can
probe basic QCD phenomena:

l Formation zone physics: study the quantum coherence and the time scales
controlling the hadronization of quark jets propagating through a nucleus.
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l Collision broadening: study the final state elastic interactions of the recoil
quark jet as it propagates through a nuclear target.

l Anomalous spin correlations: study the spin structure functions and helicity
effects in the final state, including correlations with strange particles.

l Intrinsic Charm: confirm the anomalous components of the charm structure
functions of the proton seen at large xgj. Study charmonium and open charm
production in the target fragmentation region.

l Color Transparency and Color Filter: study nuclear dependence of quasi-
elastic reactions to separate short-range perturbative versus long-range non-

--- - perturbative phenomena. Remarkably, the cross section for large momentum
transfer quasi-elastic scattering such as ep + ep in a nucleus is predicted in
PQCD to be free of final state absorption corrections since the scattering is
dominated by fluctuations of the valence-quark wave-functions with small
transverse size.

l Photo-and electroproduction of charmonium states: provide constraints on
the gluon distribution of the proton in the photon-gluon fusion model; use
the nuclear dependence to test gluon shadowing and determine the $N cross
section as a measure of the basic size of quarkonium systems.

l Exclusive charm channels, e.g. y*p + DA,: tests predictions of relatively
large cross sections for the production of charm baryons near threshold as
well as predictions for high momentum intrinsic charm components in the
proton wave function.

l Nuclear-bound quarkonium: study electroproduction just below the thresh-
old in y*A + qcA reactions to identify nuclear-bound charmonium states
such as $He, novel bound states predicted to exist due to the attractive
QCD van der Waals gluonic exchange potential.

l Quark-diquark structure of the proton: study correlations of final state
hadrons in the target fragmentation region.

l Exclusive nuclear amplitudes such as y*d + np : test PQCD “reduced am-
plitude” predictions.

l Prompt photon emission: study anomalous soft-photon production as a clue
to hadronization mechanisms.

l Diffractive electroproduction such as y*p t p p on proton or nuclear targets:
probe Pomeron coupling to systems of variable size and measure multi-gluon
exchange form factors.

l Diffractive r and ‘7 photoproduction: identify and probe the QCD “Odderon”
(odd C contribution to high energy scattering from three gluon exchange,
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etc.) and its coupling.
l Exclusive channels, such as ep + eN* at large Q2: measure the fundamental

distribution amplitudes (valence wave functions) of the proton and baryonic
resonances; extend meson form factor measurements; test PQCD scaling laws
for y*p + MN reactions.

l Exclusive Compton scattering at high momentum transfer y*p --+ yp : check
perturbative QCD predictions.

l Exclusive Compton scattering on nuclei such as y*D + yD: search for
“hidden color” multi-quark resonances predicted by QCD.

l Electron-positron asymmetry in e*p + e*yX: test fractional charges of
quarks; measure new type of valence structure function.

l Cumulative Effect in y*A -+ HX : measure the production of fast hadrons
in the backward direction well beyond the kinematic limit for a proton target
can identify anomalous short-range correlations predicted by PQCD.

l Intrinsic hardness: test PQCD predictions for high transverse momentum
pair correlations in proton and nuclear intrinsic momentum wave functions.

l Spin-one structure functions for electroproduction on deuteron target: test
PQCD predictions for high spin structure functions requiring multi-quark
coherence.

l Shadowing and anti-shadowing: study deviations from uniform nuclear linear
A-dependence behavior in inclusive and exclusive channels due to quark-
nucleon scattering and long-range coherence.

A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T S

Some of the material presented here is based on collaborations with others,
particularly G. de Teramond, P. Hoyer, G. P. Lepage, H. J. Lu, A. H. Mueller, and
I. Schmidt. I wish to thank Professor A. Zichichi and his staff for their outstanding
hospitality and for providing such a stimulating atmosphere for physics at Erice. I
also wish to thank my scientific secretaries, Boris Kastening, and Stephen Titard
for their assistance in preparing the discussion session. Part of these lectures were
also presented at the conference QCD90.
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